Honorable Jared Anderson
Mayor
Village of Dwight
209 South Prairie Avenue
Dwight, Illinois 60420
Submission by email to:
Jared Anderson, mayor@dwightillinois.com
March 11, 2019
Re:

Opposition to the Immigration Centers of America detention center proposal

Dear Mayor Anderson:
On behalf of the National Immigrant Justice Center (NIJC), I write to express our strong
opposition to the proposed construction of a privately run immigrant jail in Dwight, which will
be voted on by the village board on Monday, March 11, 2019. NIJC is a non-profit legal service
provider that monitors abuses in the federal immigration detention system, while serving as the
primary pro bono legal service provider for detained immigrants in Illinois. NIJC submits this
letter to inform you and the entire Dwight village board that the proposed Immigration Centers
of America (ICA) jail cannot be accomplished without undermining due process and civil rights
protections for those who would be detained. Furthermore, NIJC is fundamentally opposed to the
system of privatized mass incarceration that brazenly maximizes profits at the expense of basic
civil and human rights.
In this letter, we provide evidence demonstrating that: 1) Expansion of ICE’s corrupt detention
system will further jeopardize the lives and civil rights of those detained; 2) There is no public
safety justification for this jail and in fact the public would be far better served by decreasing the
numbers of those detained and utilizing community-based alternatives to detention for those not
released on their own recognizance; 3) The vast majority of those detained pursuant to this
proposed expansion will not have meaningful access to pro bono counsel; and 4) The proposed
ICA jail also comes with significant concerns regarding its environmental impact and potential
non-compliance with relevant federal law.
1. Privately run immigration jails routinely place human and civil rights in jeopardy.
Inevitably, costs are cut at the expense of health and safety of detained individuals.
The proposed ICA facility in Dwight is part of a massive expansion of the U.S. Immigration and
Customs Enforcement (ICE) detention system, a sprawling patchwork of jails and prisons that
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now holds more than 50,000 people daily, a historic high. 1 Immigration detention is civil in
nature, and those who are jailed include refugees transferred from the southern border where
they presented themselves to seek asylum as well as local community members apprehended in
their homes and workplaces because of allegations of undocumented status. The system is rife
with suffering, and Dwight will be no different. Despite claims to the contrary, the
administration continues to tear children from their parents at the border, with recent reports
confirming that more than 200 children have been separated from their parents since a federal
judge ordered the administration to stop the practice. While the children are sent to the care of
the Department of Health and Human Services, their parents are jailed in ICE facilities like the
prison proposed in Dwight. 2 The rapid pace of expansion of the system in overcrowded quarters
lacking sufficient medical care is also resulting in the spread of disease, with reports that as of
March 7th, ICE was holding more than 2,000 individuals in detention in quarantine. 3
ICE’s detention system is overwhelmingly outsourced to for-profit prison companies such as
ICA and local jails. ICE and its contractors are notorious for abusive and inhumane conditions
and widely criticized for a lack of transparency and accountability. For-profit prisons have little
incentive to focus on anything other than ensuring profitability for their shareholders. 4 The
debased contracts entered into between for-profit prison companies and ICE are structured to
maximize profitability by keeping the building and the beds occupied. It can reasonably be
assumed that ICA will fall prey to these same incentives as it seeks to grow its market share in
the resurgent for-profit prison business. 5
Fueled by politics and the insidious consequences of campaign donations and lobbying by the
private prison industry, 6 the immigration detention system devalues the lives, health and safety
of those jailed within its walls. It is well documented that for-profit private prison companies cut
corners, are actively encouraged to do so by ICE in order to maximize profits, 7 and put lives at
risk. 8 A common strategy of private prison companies to maximize profits is to rely on free or
low-wage labor of immigrants in detention, who are frequently paid $1 per day for tasks vital to
the facility’s functioning such as food service, janitorial work, and laundry. 9 Besides having their
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labor exploited, advocates 10 and formerly detained immigrants frequently report exploitative and
abusive living conditions in immigration detention. 11 In September 2018, the Office of Inspector
General for the Department of Homeland Security issued an “alert” on a private, for-profit
immigrant jail in Adelanto, California outlining conditions including nooses in detained
individuals’ cells, improper and overly restrictive segregation, and untimely and inadequate
medical care. 12 Individuals in detention report receiving food with worms and insects and
discolored water. 13 Sexual abuse of detained individuals is rampant and unchecked. 14 Credible
reports of abuse of force by officers and excessive use of segregation 15 and lockdown 16 are
common. ICE oversight of its existing standards is already lacking, as the current system of
inspections and oversight is rife with loopholes and woefully inadequate to document and
remedy egregious failures. 17
Advocates continue to report the disregard for the human dignity of those detained. In recent
months, the administration has doubled down on the detention of vulnerable individuals,
engaging in the prolonged detention of asylum seekers without any individualized determination
of community safety or flight risk. 18 ICE consistently violates its own policies regarding the
detention of pregnant women, with nearly 300 pregnant women detained in the first four months
of 2017 and many receiving inadequate medical care. 19 This past year, 18 women suffered
miscarriages while in ICE custody, nearly twice as many as the previous year. 20 Just this month,
news broke that a 24 year old women in a Texas ICE facility suffered a still birth at the 27-weekmark of her pregnancy. 21 Tragically, negligence is a common contributor to deaths in ICE
custody. 22 In one particularly alarming recent example of negligence leading to death, a young
man committed suicide at the Stewart Detention Center after officials failed to properly monitor
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him while he suffered in solitary confinement for 19 days leading up to his death. 23 Further costcutting in medical care, staffing and services will only exacerbate these risks.
Responsible medical care, compassionate mental health services, nutritious food services, safe
transportation, sufficient staffing ratios, and the facilitation of due process rights all cost money.
As discussed further below, an obvious cost-cutting mechanism is immediately available to ICE:
detaining far fewer people and utilizing effective and cost-saving alternatives to detention where
the agency deems supervision necessary. Cutting costs by shortcutting respect for human lives
should not be an option.
2. Expansion undermines rather than protects public safety. Community-based
alternatives to detention are cheaper, effective, and humane.
Proposals such as ICA’s serve no public safety function. On the contrary, a reduction of the use
of jails and prisons for immigrants in favor of release and community-based alternatives to
detention would promote family unity, save taxpayers millions, and go a long way toward
restoring the United States’ standing as a haven for those seeking refuge.
More immigration detention beds mean more families separated, lifelong trauma inflicted on
individuals 24 and more communities torn apart. Overall, unauthorized crossings on the southern
border remain at historical lows. 25 The estimated 1,200 detention beds envisioned by ICA will
largely correspond to ramped-up interior enforcement operations. These operations will in no
way reflect the “public safety” mission ICE touts.
A spectrum of alternatives to detention (ATDs), including parole, affordable bond, communitybased support programs and regular check-ins, has long existed as a better option to the mass
incarceration of immigrants. 26 ATDs cost a fraction of the cost of detention – less than 10% of
the costs, according to the Government Accountability Office. 27 ATDs are also extremely
effective, with recent pilot programs demonstrating rates of compliance with immigration checkins and hearings of between 95 and 99%. 28 However, in June 2017 ICE terminated its most
recent ATD pilot program in its infancy, despite markers of overwhelming success. 29
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At this moment, ICE is detaining more than 50,000 people every day in its jails and private
prisons. That represents a 40 percent growth of the detention system from the average of just
over 34,000 people in 2016. 30 Moves to expand this already bloated system are an insult to our
national values and to the taxpayer’s wallet.
3. The vast majority of those detained pursuant to the proposed expansion will not
have meaningful access to counsel.
Federal immigration law provides a right to counsel for immigrants facing removal
proceedings, 31 but there is no right to court-appointed counsel. As the primary pro bono legal
service provider for detained immigrants in ICE’s Chicago area of responsibility, NIJC has not
received inquiries or requests for consultation from ICE or ICA regarding our capacity to provide
pro bono legal services to a new detention facility in Dwight. Lacking such inquiries, we now
take it upon ourselves to inform you that the proposed ICA detention center in Dwight cannot be
effectuated in a manner that will provide meaningful access to pro bono legal services for the
vast majority of those detained.
It is widely recognized that immigration law is highly complex and immigration cases often raise
issues of life and death. 32 Although the Immigration and Nationality Act provides a right to
counsel, this right is only realized for those who can afford to pay a lawyer or who secure a pro
bono attorney. The right therefore means nothing to most immigrants in detention, where
nationally fewer than 20% of all immigrants are able to find counsel. 33 Many factors contribute
to this due process crisis, including the complexity of detained removal defense for even
experienced lawyers, the intensive resources necessary to mount an effective defense for an
individual detained far from relevant witnesses and evidence, and the remote location of many
ICE facilities. 34 Despite these challenges, the importance of legal representation during removal
proceedings cannot be overstated – among immigrants in detention, those with legal
representation are at least twice as likely to obtain immigration relief. 35
Today, less than one in five people before the Chicago immigration court is able to find an
attorney – paid or pro bono. 36 In ICE’s Chicago area of responsibility, NIJC and other pro bono
legal service providers are already stretched far beyond our individual and collective limits. NIJC
strives to provide know your rights programming and legal representation to immigrants detained
across the Midwest at the Boone County Jail in Kentucky, the Kankakee County Jail, McHenry
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County Correctional Facility and Pulaski Detention Center in Illinois, and the Dodge County Jail
and Kenosha County Detention Center in Wisconsin. Despite partnering with law school clinics
and leveraging the generosity of those volunteers willing to take cases on a pro bono basis from
private law firms, NIJC is only able to provide representation to a fraction of the thousands of
immigrants jailed in these facilities each year. An expansion in these numbers with a new facility
in Dwight will mean even more indigent immigrants are unrepresented.
4. Environmental impact
Based on documents obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request, significant
questions remain about the ability of ICA and the Village of Dwight to ensure the proposed
project’s compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act and other applicable federal
and state laws.
***
The National Immigrant Justice Center is unequivocally opposed to the expansion of
immigration detention in the Village of Dwight or elsewhere. This statement serves to put ICA,
ICE and the Village of Dwight on notice of the grave problems related to access to counsel, civil
and human rights violations, and potential environmental problems the proposed ICA detention
center will create. We urge you to abandon plans to work with ICA to expand their existing jails
and instead implement policies that utilize the discretion permitted to you by law to reduce
unnecessary detention, allowing the vast majority of people to reside in community with their
loved ones during the course of their removal proceedings.
Please direct any response or inquiries to:
Heidi Altman, NIJC Policy Director, haltman@heartlandalliance.org
Mark Fleming, NIJC Associate Director of Litigation, mfleming@heartlandalliance.org
Sincerely,

Mary Meg McCarthy
NIJC Executive Director
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